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THE [HYDRO-GEN] CELL_
a hydroponic, regenerative, modular system for optimized vertical farming_
thesis statement_

research questions_

this research project aims to design, develop, and test
an intelligent hydroponic system that can be integrated
into the built environment for advancing sustainability.

1) change in mexico: how are farmers in the municipality
of rio grande, zacatecas dealing with the issue of water
scarcity and how has it affected their ability to grow
crops?

proposal_
the project specifically aims at addressing the impact
climate-crisis has had on the agriculture in the
municipality of rio grande in zacatecas, mexico. by
testing and growing crops in a controlled environment
by micromanaging different variables that affect a
certain type of plants growth.
through the application of the arduino software the
[hydro-gen] cell will be an intelligent system with
multiple applications that will optimize the way it
performs based on the plant[s] its growing and its
surroundings. the prototype will eventually be
integrated within the mid-to high-rise building typology
in an urban setting.
the hydroponic-regenerative or [hydro-gen] cell is
envisioned as bio-mechanical hybrid machinery that,
while designed to be used in mid-to high-rise buildings it
would address sustainable aspects such as food
production, enhancement of air cleaning capacity, and
reduction of energy consumption.

research context_
this thesis will explore the advancements in hydroponic
technology and ai integration within the field of
agriculture and analyze how these systems work. by
understanding how the systems function the
development of a new hydroponic system [hydro-gen]
cell will be made using 3D parametric modeling software
to produce cellular organic modules. the system will be
comprised of the special modules that will be designed
for various solar configurations. the modules will
attach and detach from a hexagonal structure.
the integration of the arduino software will be applied
within the hydroponic system as it will allow for easy
monitoring of the immediate surroundings via specific
sensors. the final prototype will be a vertical
parametric hydroponic system that will resemble and pay
homage to the mexican fan palm; a native species of palm
that has been eradicated in the region in order for
farmers to have more space to grow their crops.

2) the [hydro-gen] cell: how does the [hydro-gen] cell
enhance the food production and air cleaning capacities
in the context of built and natural environments?
3) building integration: how can the [hydro-gen] cell be
integrated into mid and high-rise buildings throughout
mexico to optimize cultivation practices?

method of inquiry_
1) survey/questionnaire: a disperse survey study and
questionnaire will be conducted in the region asking
both the older and newer generations questions
regarding their ability to harvest crops in response to
the changing climatic conditions.
2) research through design: the [hydro-gen] cell will be
designed, built, tested, and modified to meet certain
food production and air cleaning criteria.
3) research through design: the [hydro-gen] cell system
will be integrated within the mid-to high-rise building
typology and based on specific parameters such as;
plant species used, natural lighting and atmospheric
pressure will determine the strategic placement and
location of the [hydro-gen] cell system.

objective_
the goal of the [hydro-gen] cell is for it to be an
intelligent hydroponic system that is capable of
adjusting or reconfiguring its shape in relation to
solar geometry.

contributions_
1) air cleaning capacities (removal of CO2 emissions)
2) food production capacities (higher yields)
3) land use efficiency (less space to grow crops)

“ we do not inherit the earth from our ancestors; we
borrow it from our children” -native american proverb
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CHAPTER O1_
“AN EVOLVING PLANET”_

O1

1.1 CLIMATE CRISIS_
in our recent history since the industrial revolution,
mankind has firmly cemented its mark on the earth by
producing an excess of carbon emissions [CO2]. the
reliance on fossil fuels such as petroleum, coal, and
other gases have been heavily extracted from the earth.
as a byproduct we are now beginning to see the severity
of our civilizations method to sustain itself.
our presence on the earth is beginning to create
problems not only for our own existence, but we are
also causing great harm to other lifeforms as well. just
like any other living organism the earth is beginning to
respond to its external forces. as a result of the large
quantities of CO2 being released into the atmosphere
the ozone layer is being damaged. the ozone layer
serves as an outer shield against direct UV radiation
from the sun. without the ozone layer life on earth
simply cannot thrive.
besides the receding ozone layer another problem
caused by CO2 emissions is that the planet as a whole is
getting warmer. as the planet heats up, a series of chain
reactions occur. first, the ice caps on both the north
and south pole begin to melt releasing megatons of
water into the oceans. as a result of all the extra water
the sea levels will begin to rise substantially. to put
into perspective if all the ice caps were to melt, the sea
level would rise 23O feet.
its obvious that humanity is at the root of the problem,
however its important to point out that changes in the
climate also occur when earth’s systems interact with
each other. earth’s systems are comprised of the
hydrosphere [oceans and the water cycle], the
cryosphere [ice and snow], the biosphere [animals and
plants], the pedosphere [soil], and the lithosphere
[rock]. these components define the climate system.
the systems work hand in hand, if something occurs in
one of the systems the others will be affected
immediately. currently, the earth is going through a
natural cycle in which the tectonic plates below the
earth’s crust are more active causing more frequent
volcanic activity and earthquakes. the earth is going
through a climate crisis that if not taken seriously will
eventually put humanity on the verge of extinction. the
responsibilty falls upon mankind and its actions, for
the sake of survival; humanity is obligated to change its
way of life in order to ensure that future generations
can take part on this planet.
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“climate change is
no longer some
far-off problem; it
is happening here,
it is happening
now.”- barack obama
one of the leading causes
for the rising temperatures
around the world is because
of what mankind has done in
order to prosper as a
species. our cities are the
leading problem as they are
large massive objects that
are draining tons of natural
resources and are always
releasing excess carbon
emissions [CO2].
every city on the planet
relies heavily on fossil
fuels in order to function.
large
powerplants
that
produce
electricity
and
other means of energy burn
these fuels which then get
emitted into the atmosphere.
in many parts of the world
the air levels have become
toxic to the inhabitants
because of excessive smog
accumulation. such cities
include mexico city, delhi,
shouguang and los angeles
to name a few.
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1.2 WATER_
water is a prerequisite for all life on earth. water has
been called earth’s life-support system and is the most
valuable and precious commodity on the planet and must
be preserved by all means. however, there is a general
assumption that because the planet is predominantly
covered in water that the resource is free and unlimited.
about 7O% of the earth’s surface is covered in water
and another 5% is stored in the ice caps. this water is
always in motion and is part of a cycle that is driven by
the energy of the sun. this leads to the evaporation of
water, to condensation, and to precipitation, as well as
streamflow and groundwater flow.
water moves as water vapor in the atmosphere,
infiltrates the soil as precipitation, flows through the
ground as groundwater, is absorbed by the roots of
plants, moves through the plants, leaves them as water
vapor and moves into the atmosphere again, where it is
transported by the wind through the atmosphere until it
condenses in clouds and falls as precipitation, thus
closing the water cycle.
human culture is linked with a steady intensification of
the use of natural resources. this is especially obvious
in the amount of energy consumed in order to maintain a
certain lifestyle. a person’s daily energy consumption
has increased more than a hundredfold in the course of
15,OOO
years
of
societal
development.
our
“requirements” respect to natural resources are in
direct competition with the “requirements” of earth’s
life support system.
as we are using ever-increasing amounts of the relevant
natural resources, here water, they are being taken out
of the natural life-support system and are being subject
to our own rules and decisions. to make matters worse
we are not treating this valuable resource properly.
water is being contaminated by agricultural runoff that
includes a wide variety of pesticides and fertilizers that
ultimately end up in streams, rivers, and the ocean.
despite the advances made in water supply and hygiene in
the past 3O years, one billion people still do not have
access to adequate drinking water and 2.8 billion do
not have access to sufficient sanitation. these numbers
are only going to increase as both the standard of
living in developing countries and their populations
begin to increase. water will be the “new gold” in the
near future and will become a scarce resource to obtain.
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"the first few feet of sea-level rise
alone will displace more than 1OO
million people worldwide and turn
all our major gulf and atlantic
coast cities into pre- katrina new
orleans - below sea level and facing
super-hurricanes." - joseph j. romm
as the temperatures around
the world increase. the
inevitable melting of the ice
caps are to occur. as these
ice caps melt they release
megatons of water back into
the oceans.
keep in mind that this is
water that’s been stored for
millions of years. although
the majority of it is
freshwater it still adds a
significant
amount
of
additional liquid into our
already predominant water
covered planet.
more water in the oceans
means higher sea levels and
the chances of shore cities
to get wiped out by
hurricanes or typhoons will
increase exponentially. for
many large cities on the
coast this problem poses a
serious threat and not much
can be done to protect these
cities if the sea level were
to rise.
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1.3 FEEDING THE POPULATION_
today there are 7.7 billion people roaming the earth.
with 795 million not having enough food to live a
healthy lifestyle. that’s 1 in every 9 people globally. it
is in our nature as a species to multiply and have
offspring. however, we are now in a time where the human
race is growing at an alarming rate. it was the
scientific/technological revolution that provided for
the recent population explosion in its entire magnitude.
much of the rapid population growth is coming from
developing countries. as they are now progressing and
moving forward with their respective agendas they are
seeing
improvements
in
economic
development,
technology, and healthcare. the standard of living is
improving in developing countries meaning that the
demands of the people are going to increase. food will
be one of the top needs for growing countries.
if the agricultural use of the earth’s surface has not
yet reached the breaking point for the remainder of the
biosphere, then we can be certain that it soon will. each
year millions of acres worth of forests are being cut
down for agricultural use. as a consequence natural
ecosystems are being destroyed and are pushing animal
and plant species on the verge of extinction.
much of these forests are deforested through the
“slash and burn” technique in which the forests are
burned down and in doing create a top layer of nutrient
rich topsoil. the downside to this method is that the
topsoil is only good for about 2-5 years as the
nutrients are quickly depleted from the harvests.
nutrient loss in soil is common in most agricultural
practices, therefore there is a high demand for
fertilizer applications.
agriculture is only one of many threats to our global
biosphere. however, there are new waves of technology
emerging within the agribusiness sector that could
improve cultivation practices. we have no other choice
but to preserve the remainder of natural or nearly
natural ecosystems through a qualitative improvement
of agriculture as a whole.
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“overpopulation in various countries
has become a serious threat to the
health of people and a grave
obstacle to any attempt to organize
peace on this planet”
- albert einstein
the world is quickly running
out of space and pretty
soon our cities will be
overpopulated. with more
and more people to feed the
limitations on the planet
will far exceed anything
that’s ever seen before.
this could potentially lead
to war between nations or
civil wars within countries.
as the gap between the rich
and the poor continues to
increase it wouldn't be
alarming to see the lower
half of society become
aggressive.
the sad reality is that there
will be even more people
tomorrow that will have to
face hunger than there are
today. feeding every single
person in the world is going
to be quite some task going
into the future. the amount
of people expecting to arrive
in the next 3O years is
around 2 billion. the planet
will not be able to support
such a large amount of
people with its current
systems. something has to
change if we are to avoid a
food shortage crisis.
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map of mexican states_

1.4 A RISING POPULATION_

population density_

mexico is currently ranked as the 1Oth most populous
country in the world. it is the largest spanish speaking
country and its population is on a steady, positive
growth expansion as a result of better medication and
vaccines, which greatly reduce the chances of death and
increases the chances of successful births.

+ 1O,OOO,OOO
+ 7,OOO,OOO
+ 5,OOO,OOO
+ 3,OOO,OOO
+ 1,OOO,OOO

mexico is home to one of the largest and most dense
cities in the world. mexico city, is home to over 2O
million inhabitants making it a megalopolis which is a
mega city. just like any other city around the world
mexico city consumes enormous amounts of energy in
order to power the urban grid.

+ 5OO,OOO

monterrey, nuevo leon
4,57O,577

the city is growing rapidly because of the local
population itself and because of outside international
businesses that are moving in. mexico city is home to
numerous foreign headquarters that bring in people
from all over the world. the city itself is a very popular
tourist attraction welcoming 2.4 million people a year.

population pyramid _

mexico city, estado de mexico
21,671,9O8

guadalajara, jalisco
5,1OO,527

1OO
92
86
8O
74
68
62
56
5O
44

components of population change _

38
32
26
2O
14

23

8
2
1.1M

male
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3OOK

O

3OOK

female

1.1M

one birth every
14 seconds

one death every
41 seconds

one net migrant every
9 minutes

net gain of one person every
23 seconds

projected population growth_

1985
75,98O,OOO

TODAY

2O25

127,58O,OOO

135,28O,OOO

2O45

152,89O,OOO

1985

68.81

today

75.O7

2O25

75.93

increased longevity_

78.94

longevity of the average person is expected to increase
in the upcoming years with a O.24% increase per year.

2O45
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1.5 WATER SCARCITY_

economic vulnerability to drought_

social vulnerability to drought_

recent studies have shown that mexico as a country has
gotten warmer since the 196O’s with the average
temperature continuing to rise. scientists predict that
by the end of the century the average temperature on
the northern part of the country could potentially see
a rise of 5.4 - 7.2 degrees fahrenheit. the rest of the
country is expected to see a 2.7 - 4.5 rise as well, which
would bring more problems to the country.
the biggest concern for the people is water security, if
temperatures continue to rise then more moisture will
evaporate from lakes, rivers, and any other valuable
sources of water. consequently, if this is to happen more
droughts will occur. making accessibility to the vital
fluid a major concern going into the future.
in early 2O1O water became a huge talking point when
the national government released an advertising
campaign titled “february 2O1O: the city may run out of
water”. certain cities in mexico are at the risk of being
completely void of water. most water is obtained
through underground reservoirs, however they are
currently being depleted at a faster rate than the
amount of time it takes for them to naturally refill.
mexico’s natural geography plays a major role in the
country’s lack of water. the country is mainly comprised
of two large mountain ranges. the sierra madre
occidental and the sierra madre oriental these two
large geographic features block any clouds carrying
precipitation from both the gulf of mexico and the pacific
ocean. with the tropic of cancer running right through
the country it falls in a region of intense radiation
exposure, thus most of the country contains a semi-arid
climate.

very high

very high

high

high

medium

medium

low

low

very low

very low

most affected states_

water use _
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77%

of water is used
on agriculture

13%

of water is used
for domestic use

1O%

of water is used
for industry

[nuevo leon]

[durango]

[zacatecas]

[coahuila]

[sonora]

[tamaulipas]

[chihuahua]

“we never know the worth of water
till the well is dry.”
- thomas fuller
“february 2O1O: the city
may run out of water”. was
the name of the headline
that struck fear in the
hearts of many citizens.
that year mexico was going
through its worst drought
in recorded history and as
a result water became the
main talking point.
the situation quickly got
bad that many villages on
the
outskirts
had
no
running water. the mexican
goverment had to step in
and transport water to
these very unfortunate
villages. approximately, 113
villages were without water
and needed supply.
the image to the right
captures the severity of the
problem with many people in
desperate need of water.
the water crisis lasted only
about a couple of weeks,
but
with
the
average
temperatures continuing to
rise yearly the probability
of another water crisis is
most likely to happen again.
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1.6 ECONOMY AND ENVIRONMENT_

economic consequences_

due to the increased temperatures, growing crops has
become much more difficult over the last 2 decades and
as a result many farmers are beginning to see a
decrease in their yield output. each year millions of
dollars are lost in crop failure due to the climate
crisis. historically, mexico has always depended on its
agriculture as one of its major exports. mexico is ranked
7th in the world for agricultural production.
mexico’s exports are of high importance especially with
the U.S. as they are the countries second largest
agricultural partner. business between the two nations
sees around 45 billion dollars in agriculture alone. if
something drastic were to happen with mexican
agriculture the country itself wouldn't be the only one
affected, the U.S and many other countries around the
world will be affected to some degree.
from an environmental perspective mexico has numerous
issues that if not addressed will bring major problems
to the majority of the population. the country falls
short and has alot of work to do in order to achieve a
more sustainable model.
one of the biggest issues with its current agricultural
practices is the clearing of natural ecosystems in order
to create more space for crops. as a consequence native
species of plants and animals begin to perish. this
offsets the natural balance of the environment creating
unstable weather patterns that ultimately have an
affect on the yield output of many crops. in severe cases
farmers tend to lose their entire harvests, for many
farming is the only source of income that they receive.
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19 OF 32 STATES HAVE A
LACK OF WATER SUPPLY

1OO,OOO HECTARES GET
AFFECTED ANNUALLY

6O% OF BEAN PRODUCTION
WAS LOST IN 2O12

environmental consequences_

5TH LARGEST COUNTRY
WITH THE MOST
DEFORESTATION

38O,OOO ACRES OF FOREST
LOST EACH YEAR DUE TO
DEFORESTATION

2ND LARGEST EMITTER OF CARBON
EMISSIONS IN LATIN AMERICA

“destroying rainforest for economic
gain is like burning a renaissance
painting to cook a meal”
- e.o wilson
the climate of mexico is
highly varied. the tropic of
cancer divides the country
into temperate and tropical
zones. land is north of the
24th parallel experiences
lower temperatures during
the winter months. while
south of the 24th parallel,
temperatures
are
fairly
constant year round.
with
different
climates
there are different biomes
with different ecosystems.
ecosystems like the one in
this image are constantly
being cut down by the
mexican government in order
to create more horizontal
space
for
agricultural
purposes.
the image taken is of a
typical tropical rainforest
ecosystem. ecosystems like
this one run a huge risk as
they are in endanger of
losing many of its plant and
animal life.
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RIO GRANDE, ZACATECAS_

COAHUILA DE ZARAGOZA_
1.7 RIO GRANDE CASE STUDY_
the municipality of rio grande, zacatecas was selected
as this is the place of my heritage. another reason why
it was chosen was because of it’s location. the tropic of
cancer runs right through the state of zacatecas. this
plus the geographic features of the area makes it
vulnerable to massive amounts of both direct and
indirect radiation.

NUEVO
LEON_
DURANGO_

the radiation in the region is another contributing
factor as to why cultivation practices are somewhat
difficult. only very specific types of plants/crops are
able to grow in the region with beans and maize being the
predominant crops that are able to grow. these crops
have managed to survive in the region for centuries and
have developed a certain degree of drought resistance.
in the last 5O years the region has seen major changes
in the environment. what were once lush and green
landscapes are now becoming dry and arid ones.
according to many of the locals in particular the
elders. they have stated that many of the streams that
once suppled the water needed for field irrigation are
almost dried up.
farmers are having a difficult time keeping up with the
climatic conditions. the cold season approaches a lot
quicker meaning that if crops aren’t selected they’ll
freeze over. the rain season is also very unpredictable
sometimes it over rains or sometimes it doesn't rain at
all. these are just a few of the things that traditional
cultivation practices deal with.
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[O.7]
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0
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GEOGRAPHICAL RELIEVE_
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0
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[O.9]

SCALE_ KILOMETERS

0

5

CLIMATES_

100%

100%

75%

75%

75%

63%
37%

[1.O]

10 1

20 25

0

5

PEDOLOGY_

10 1

LEGEND_
calcisol
cambisol
durisol
fluvisol
kastanozem
leptosol
luvisol
phaeozem
regosol
solonchak
100%

70%

20 25

SCALE_ KILOMETERS

LEGEND_
temperate w/t summer rains
semi-dry w/t summer rains
dry w/t summer rains

100%

5.4
1972

N

SCALE_ KILOMETERS

LEGEND_
low sierra/jagged
low hills
plateau
descent w/t low hills
desert plain
valley

LEGEND_
intrusive igneous
extrusive igneous
sedimentary
ground

5.0
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0%

N

10 1

4.6
1680

25%
1%

0%

N

SCALE_ KILOMETERS

LEGEND_
road w/t more than 2 lanes
road w/t 2 lanes
gravel roads
breach
sidewalks
streets
traintracks
urban zone

75%
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N

10 1

100%

GEOLOGY_
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1534

100%

25%

6%

0%

N

0

30%

25%

0%

TRANSPORTATION_

64%

50%

3.8
1387

* both daily & yearly totals are measured in kWh/m2
* long term average of PVOUT, period 1999-2015
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* both daily & yearly totals are measured in kWh/m2
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25%

0.2%

9%

0%

2%
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5%
3% 6%

25%
0%

50%
22%
8%

25%
0%

20%
2% 3% 3% 7%

18%

20% 20%
4%

4%
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6.66%

1.8 QUESTIONNAIRE AND RESULTS_
this past summer i decided to visit my parents hometown
in rio grande, zacatecas to interview and speak with the
local farmers of that area to see what their hardships
were in relation to producing crops.
a disperse survey study and questionnaire was
conducted targeting the local farmers of the area to
see first hand what their experiences are like. several
questions were asked regarding their ability to grow
crops within the region. the following are the
questionnaire results.

Q1_ why is agriculture so
important to you?
13.32%

way of life
53.28%

business

main income
26.64%

to sustain family

main crops produced
6.66%

beans

Q2_ explain exactly how the
climate has affected
your ability to harvest?

maize

19.98%

39.96%

not affected

alfalfa

faster cold season
barley
late rain season
peppers

droughts
46.62%

3

23

6

9

12

15

6.66%

Q7_ what methods are being
used to obtain water?
water tanks

13.32%

Q8_ were there crops on the
survey that you did not
see, yet cultivate?

26.64%

wheat

wait for rain

19.98%

39.96%

66.60%

quince

water wells

squash
oats

26.64%

6.66%

Q9_ in your opinion, what
has altered the changes
in the environment ?

6.66%

13.32%

66.60%

Q10_ what advice would you
give the generation of
tomorrow?

6.66%

53.28%

lack of rain

19.98%

conserve water

rising temperatures

to reforest

weak government

don’t pollute

deforestation
waste contamination

26.64%

33.50%

care for the environment
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6.66%

6.66%

Q3_ what strategies do
you have in relation
to climate-crisis?

Q4_ has there been any
changes in the
environment over the
last 30-60 years?

13.32%

forestation

6.66%

46.62%

50.00%

no changes

hope for the best

wind erosion

cultivate on time
13.32%

water collection

extreme heat & cold

none

delayed rain season

33.50%

19.98%

6.66%

Q5_ what are some plant
or animal species
that have vanished
in the area?

6.66%

Q6_ what type of on-field
processes do you conduct for harvests?

6.66%

13.32%

59.94%
39.96%

eagle

apply herbicide

13.32%

deer

fallow

wolf/coyote

19.98%

sowing

fox
palmera

tilling
26.64%
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87%

93%

of farmers believe
that bad weather
has limited their
ability to grow
crops.

of farmers have
to protect their
crops against
pests and
plagues.

66%

100%

of farmers obtain
their irrigation
water through
deep water wells.

of farmers said
that water is a
very scarce
resource in the
area.
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CHAPTER O2_
“A NEW AGE IN FARMING”_

O2

2.1 WHAT IS VERTICAL FARMING?_

sub-systems_

as the land currently being used for growing crops
becomes less suitable due to land degradation, the idea
of vertical farming has presented itself as a potential
solution for the way in which we grow crops in the
future. vertical farming is the practice of growing
produce in vertically stacked layers and implements
certain technologies such as hydroponics and
aeroponics.
hydroponics is perhaps the easiest out of the two if one
were to construct a vertical growing system.
hydroponics is a method of growing plants without the
use of soil. the use of a water-based solution provides
the necessary nutrients to the plants root system.
aeroponics in a very similar way delivers the necessary
nutrients, but through a water mist. both systems are
very efficient and can grow between 7O-9O% less water
than field growing.

grow tray and
growing medium

air
pump

aeroponics_

water culture_

plants roots hang in the air and are misted with
nutrient solution. the misings are done every
few minutes to keep roots from drying.

the platform that holds the plants is made out of
styrofoam and floats directly on the nutrient
solution.

drip manifold

grow tray

return
nutrient
pump
air stone

air stone
reservoir

airstone

air line

nutrient
pump

air
pump
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floating platforms
with plants

mist nozzle

air
pump

grow
tray

nutrient
pump

drip lines

overflow
air stone

air
pump

reservoir

reservoir

wick system_

nutrient film_

drip system_

a passive system that contains no moving
parts. the nutrient solution is drawn into
the growing medium from the reservoir with a
wick.

nutrient solution is pumped into the growing
tray and flows over the roots of the plants,
and then drains back into the reservoir.

a timer controls a submerged pump. the timer
turns the pump on and nutrient solution is
dripped onto the base of each plant by a small
drip line.

“we have no other choice but to
conclude that farming on soil is not
a long-term sustainable solution to
meeting our populations energy
needs, period.”
-(despommier, 137).
with vertical farming comes
many benefits but perhaps
the most important is that
indoor farmers do not have
to pray for rain, or
sunshine,
or
moderate
temperatures, or anything
else
related
to
the
production of food crops,
for that matter. That is
because they get to control
everything: the temperature
and humidity, as well as the
amount of light and the
density of the plants
(Despommier, 148]
having total control over
any plants developmental
phase is a huge boost if we
are to produce cleaner and
better quality crops for the
future.
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comparison_

2.2 VERTICAL VS HORIZONTAL_
with vertical farming comes many advantages that
traditional farming techniques lack. the first and most
obvious is the space factor. one can produce more crops
within a smaller footprint simply by going vertical. the
amount of water one can save by utilizing a vertical
growing system is perhaps the most important benefit.
instead of irrigating an entire field wasting hundreds of
gallons of water one can utilize a few gallons and be
able to reuse the water.

=

1 ACRE

6 ACRES

another major advantage is that the farmer or user has
full control of all the variables that go into the
plant’s growth. for example, crops grown indoors rely
on the use of artificial lighting. the light wavelength or
spectrum can be adjusted to best suit the plant species.
similarily, other variables such as water temperature, ph
levels and indoor temperature can be tailored to best
suit the plant species grown.
on average a vertical farm can produce the
same amount of produce utilizing only 1 acre
of space, whereas regular field farming
needs 6 acres of land to grow the same
amount. also, uses 9O% less water.

led light source

advantages_
full spectrum

plant

nutrients

no yard needed

water-savings

affordable

higher yields

complete control
over nutrient balance

create a garden in any
indoor space

can use up to 9O%
less water

can start one
with low budget

far more productive
for their size

no chemicals

year-round

weather-proof

pest-free

less labor

grow crops any time
of the year

crops are protected
from outdoor elements

net cup

nutrient cup

no need for
toxic chemicals
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insects can’t affect
the crops

not as physically
intensive

‘we have no other choice but to
conclude that farming on soil is not
a long-term sustainable solution to
meeting our populations energy
needs, period.
- (despommier, 137)
going vertically offers more
benefits than one can
imagine. once the right
technologies
used
to
operate vertical systems
decrease in costs will we
see
a
major
green
revolution.
Designing a large, secure
home for plants requires
intimate knowledge of what a
plant needs and how it all
works together to allow for
maximum
growth
(Despommier, 184).
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2.3 VERTICAL FARM FACILITIES_
in the last 15 years many startup companies have begun
to build their own indoor vertical farm facilities. these
come in different sizes ranging from warehouses to
shipping containers. many of these startups are run by
utilizing hydroponic or aeroponic systems.
those that have managed to construct large vertical
farm facilities have benefited tremendously as they have
made large profits from their business. a vertical farm
has the potential to open up many job opportunities to
people of all backgrounds and serves as a learning
experience.

average conditions_
O HRS

24 HRS

LIGHT

O%

1OO%

O°

1OO°

O°

1OO°

HUMIDITY

TEMPERATURE

WATER
TEMPERATURE
O

14

PH NUTRITION

THE KAMEOKA PLANT_
location: kameoka, kyoto japan

GROWING
MEDIUM

NO NEED

NEEDS

* averages are subject to change numbers vary based on
plant species.
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constructed in 2OO7 the kameoka plant served as the first major plant production factory in the world. the factory works by
applying cultivation technologies that allows for a large 97% yield rate producting over 21,OOO heads of lettuce each day. the
facility prioritizes healthy and clean food by the use of a protocol where certain precautions are taken to ensure that the hygiene
of the working space is as clean as possible.

[a] plan: layout and
arrangement
[b] section: vertical
stack system

[a]

AEROFARMS_
location: 212 rome st, newark, new jersey
aerofarms are currently the leading commercial business in indoor farming thanks to their high-tech aeroponic systems. this
facililty was made to be a productive plant factory with the mission of providing clena secure produce. the plant factory is
efficient as multi systems are integrated in order to produce leafy greens relatively fast. the use of a closed loop systems allows
for water to be recycled saving 95% of water compared to regular field farming.

[b]
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IOT HYDROPONICS_

[CONTAINER_ ASSEMBLY]
[pipe_ assembly]
upper_ pipes

2.4 FABRICATION/ASSEMBLY_

upper_ pipes

the project consists of 3 main components; pipe
assembly, container assembly and arduino integration.
the pipes serve to not only contain water, but to house
plants and other sensors as well. the container mainly
made up from poplar and mdf serves as the main housing
unit for the pipes and the electrical components.
arduino acts like the brain behind the entire systems
functionality.

[a] 9O° elbow x 4
[b] t-piece x 6
[c] pvc pipe x 2
[d] pvc pipe x 8

the main components are the arduino uno R3 which is the
microcontroller. water and air pumps which are key in
keeping the flow of water oxygenated and circulated
throughout the pipes. finally, a wide range of sensors
are integrated such as light, humidity, temperature, etc.
in order to keep record of the interior environment in
which the plants will grow.
the system as a whole allows for certain variables to be
measured and adjusted if needed. once the entire
system is connected properly the arduino software on
any computer is able to read all the sensors data and is
able to record it at every second. by reading the
outputs of the sensors one is then able to make
informed decisions on controlling the amount of light
the plant may receive or increase/decrease the room
temperature.
with it being a closed-loop system the preservation of
water is retained and cycled back into the system.
control of the variables affecting the plants growth is
what makes hydroponics a better alternative to outdoor
farming where one has little to no control.
the hydroponic system is ready for seedlings after
they’re about 2 weeks old. that way the roots are long
enough to where they can absorb the nutrient rich
water. before transplanting a plant into the system,
perlite a type of growing median has to washed and then
put into a net cup with some space big enough for the
plant being placed into the sytem.
after successfully transplanting the plant it’s
important to make sure one knows exactly how much
lighting, water ph level and and temperature is ideal for
whatever type of plant is to be grown inside the
hydroponic system that way the best results can be
obtained.
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[a]

lower_ pipes

[b]

[c

[d

lower_ pipes

[e] 9O° elbow x 4
[f] t-piece x 1
[g] pvc pipe x 1
[h] pvc pipe x 4
[e]

[g]

[h]

[box_ assembly]

box_assembly
[1]
[i] ¾” poplar wood x 1
[j] ½” mdf board x 1
[k] ½” poplar wood x 1
[l] ¾” poplar wood x 2
[m] ½” poplar wood x 2
[n] ½” poplar wood x 2
[o] ¾” poplar wood x 1
[p] ½” poplar wood x 1
[q] ½” poplar wood x 1
[r] ½” poplar wood x 1
[s] ½” wood dowels x 5
[t] ½” wood dowels x 2
[u] ½” wood dowels x 4
[v] ⅛” mdf board x 1
[w] ⅛” mdf board x 1

[f]

[2]

[3]

[4

[5]

[6]

[i]

[j]

[k]

[l]

[m]

[n]

[o]

[p]

[q]

[r]

[s]

[t]

[u]

[v]

[w]

[7

[8]

[9]

[10]

[ARDUINO_ CONNECTIONS]

[CONTAINER_ AXON]

[pieces_ electronics]

[axon of pipe & container_

pieces_electronics
[a] arduino uno R3 x 1
[b] iic rtc x 1
[c] 4-channel relay x 1
[d] water temp. sensor x 1
[e] dht22 x 1
[f] hygrometer x 1
[g] skrew shield v2 x 1
[h] bh175Ofvi x 1
[i] float switch x 3
[j] water pump x 1
[k] air pump x 1
[l] 9v plug-in x 1
[m] printer cable x 1
[n] male-female pins x 2O
[o] female-female pins x 2
[p] 4.7k ohm resistor x 2

[a]

[b]

[c]

[d]

[g]

[h]

[i]

[j]

[m]

[n]

[o]

[p]

[e]

[f]

[k]

[l]

[arduino_ schematic]

[sources_ tutorials]
-

https://cityos.io/topic/301/build-your-hydroponic-system-using-arduino
https://cityos.io/tutorial/1985/perlite-soil-preparation
https://cityos.io/tutorial/1981/Put-It-All-Together
https://cityos.io/tutorial/2015/Real-Time-Clock-RTC
https://cityos.io/tutorial/1988/Temperature-Sensor-DS18B20

final schematic of all sensors & pumps required in order
for the hydroponic system to function_
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2.5 TAKEAWAYS_
this initial prototype served as a case study to
understand the basics needed for a hydroponic system
to function. most importantly was learning the
connections for the arduino integration. there were was
a lot of trial and error during the development of this
prototype. many valuable lessons were learned through
trial and error such as water leakage, incubating
seedlings properly, and making sure to check up on the
system daily.

learning outcomes_

UTILIZING THE ARDUINO PLATFORM AS A METHOD OF COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN SENSORS & THE PLANTS GROWING ENVIRONMENT.

THE IOT HYDROPONIC SYSTEM WAS USED AS A CASE STUDY TO SEE HOW IT WAS
CONSTRUCTED & ASSEMBLED TOGETHER.

BY READING THE OUTPUTS OF THE SENSORS ONE IS THEN ABLE TO MAKE
INFORMED DECISIONS ON CONTROLLING THE AMOUNT OF LIGHT THE PLANT
MAY RECEIVE.

[top view w/t lid]

WITH IT BEING A CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM THE PRESERVATION OF WATER IS
RETAINED & CYCLED BACK INTO THE SYSTEM.

CONTROL OF THE VARIABLES AFFECTING THE PLANTS GROWTH IS WHAT MAKES
HYDROPONICS A BETTER ALTERNATIVE TO OUTDOOR FARMING WHERE ONE HAS
LITTLE TO NO CONTROL.

THE HYDROPONIC SYSTEM IS READY FOR SEEDLINGS AFTER THEY’RE ABOUT 2
WEEKS OLD. THAT WAY THE ROOTS ARE LONG ENOUGH TO WHERE THEY CAN
ABSORB THE NUTRIENT RICH WATER.
[top view w/t no lid]
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1

PLANT GROWING IN PVC POD

2

SENSING THE ENVIRONMENT

3

TANK WATER-LOOP CYCLE

float switch
sensor

net cup
light sensor

perlite
nutrient
water

humidity sensor
mdf board

flow

oxygen
supply
suction
sensor wires

gap for wires

water pump

pvc pipe

1

2

3

SECTION_ A
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2.6 FUNCTIONING SYSTEM_
photographs of the hydroponic systems operation.
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elevated wood platform

plastic tube

skrew shield v2

3d printed cap

reset button

pvc pipe [main storage]

arduino uno r3

air pump

printer cable

temperature and humidity

9v plug-in cable

4-channel relay

pilea peperomidides growing in the hydroponic system_

rosemary growing in the hydroponic system_
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CHAPTER O3_
“REVIVING THE PALMERA”_

O3

3.1 PALMERA ANALYSIS_

PATTERN STUDY_

in the municipality of rio grande, zacatecas there was a
major deforestation act that took place in the 195O’s
which permitted the clearance of hundreds if not
thousands of acres worth of natural ecosystems. the
most notable of these was that of the mexican fan palm
or “palmera”.
when visiting mexico i took inspiration from the species
to see how it could influence the design of a modular
hydroponic system. the scales on the trunk was where
the focus fell upon. they grow at an angled position
which optimizes their chance of getting sunlight.

PALM SHOOT_

MEXICAN FAN PALM ”PALMERA”

SECTION OF PALMERA

FOCUS ON TRUNK

45° ANGLE

22 hectares of farmland

panoramic view of a field which was once
the home to a wide variety of plant and
animal species. more specifically this
used to be an entire ecosystem of
mexican fan palms or “palmeras”

45

ABSTRACTED PATTERN

PATTERN REFINEMENT

“by destroying the animals, the air,
and the trees, we are destroying
ourselves.” - thic nhat hanh
vast ecosystems like this
one were cleared out in
large quantities during the
195Os
when the mexican
government made it legal to
people who wanted to
expand their cultivation.
many of the farmers took
advantage and cleared away
these ecosystems without
taking into consideration
the impact it could have on
other wildlife.
for example they took out
the palmera which plays a
major role in balancing the
water within the region. with
them being taken out of the
equation the water balance
is no longer there. the
deforestation
of
this
species has caused a series
of chain reactions that have
led to problems.
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3.2 PARAMETRIC DEVELOPMENT_
the [hydro-gen] cell is a cellular module designed for a
vertical farming system and was created in a way that
allows for the module to be reconfigured in different
forms due to its hexagonal base. inspiration was drawn
from the trunk of a mexican fan palm [palmera] as the
scales also have a hexagonal base and they tend to
grow upwards at an angle. it is recommended that for
plants growing in any vertical system that the pods
housing the plants are angled at 45°.

cell development definition_
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

the process of generating a [hydro-gen] cell module is
by utilizing the parametric modeling plugin for rhino
[grasshopper]. from there 5 variation where derived
each exploring the qualities needed for a hydroponic
system to function. lighting, wind, stability, function,
and fabrication were the main driving forces in
determining the final outcomes for the 5 variations of
the [hydro-gen] cell module.
[1] base surface
[2] point/attractor
[3] size of attractors influence on
geometry
[4] hex cells mapped onto surface
[5] offset original curves
[6] new set of curves are moved
along x,y,z coordinates
[7] loft the new set of curves with
the original set

each variation is able to be reconfigured in any way
regardless of its appearance and can easily be attached
or detached from a hexagonal structural system. the
modules can also be designed to where they respond to
an attractor point which in the real world could be the
movement of the sun.

cell variations_

[VARIATION_ 1]
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[VARIATION_ 2]

[VARIATION_ 3]

[VARIATION_ 4]

[VARIATION_ 5]

hexagonal frame definition_
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[1] base surface
[2] hex cells mapped onto surface
[3] lines are broken down into smaller segments
[4] offset lines are merged with original set of lines
[5] original set and offset lines are lofted

surface applications_

[HEX MORPH_ 1]

[HEX MORPH_ 2]

[HEX MORPH_ 3]

[HEX MORPH_ 4]

[HEX MORPH_ 5]
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3.3 [HYDRO-GEN] CELL VARIATIONS_
with the development of the [hydro-gen] cell came many
experimental geometries. by utilizing the same definition
the base dna or rules for the cells remains the same.
however, there is a move component within the definition
that allows for some tweaking. with the move component
one can specify specific vectors in which the direction or
orientation of the cells are determined.

3d printed study models_
1

each variation offers something different. some are
more complex in terms of fabrication. some are static
whereas variations 4 and 5 have the capability of
potentially being kinetic. in all 5 variations the
potential for a parametric gradient is possible. the
aperture sizes in all 5 cases can parametrically have a
gradient from small to large along any surface.
the variation that offered the best conditions for
plants to grow was variation [5]. the final prototype
builds on the design of the trunk shaped geometry
offered by variation [5].

3
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2

variation_ 1

variation_ 2

this was the first outcome when keeping the script as
it is. the geometry in this variation was by far the
simplest as it only contains flat planar surfaces. in
terms of fabrication this would be the simplest form
to create a 1-1 full scale module.

with the second iteration in the design of the
[hydro-gen] cell experimentation was done with the
move component in the grasshopper definition. in
this case the geometry has a more organic form as
the module curves from the base towards

4

5

variation_ 3

variation_ 4

variation_ 5

the 3rd module is similar to variation [2] in terms of
geometry. the only difference is that the outer stem
like part overhangs and drops down further. this
was achieved by slightly toggling the same vector
movements in the move component as variation [2].

with the fourth module the form completely
changes. in this case there is a trunk-like form that
emerges after doing the inverse vector movements in
the grasshopper definition. in doing so this is the
only module type that could have kinetics
introduced to it.

the fifth and final variation is essentially the same
module as in variation [4]. the difference here is
that the form was experimented with in order to get
a more angled trunk shape. this way housing a plant
would be much easier. it too has the potential for
kinetics.

[FRONT]

[RIGHT]

[PERSPECTIVE]

[FRONT]

[RIGHT]

[PERSPECTIVE]

[FRONT]

[RIGHT]

[PERSPECTIVE]

[FRONT]
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[RIGHT]
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[GREEN_ FACADE]
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[SECTION_ 1]

[SECTION_ 3]

[SECTION_ 4]

[SECTION_ 5]

SUN

SUN

SUN

SUN

SUN

WATER

WATER

WATER

WATER

WATER

PLANT

PLANT

PLANT

PLANT

PLANT

HEX
FRAME

HEX
FRAME

HEX
FRAME

HEX
FRAME
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FRAME

MODULE

MODULE

MODULE

MODULE

MODULE

[VERTICAL_ HYDROPONIC SYSTEM]

VARIATION_ 1

[VERTICAL_ HYDROPONIC SYSTEM]

VARIATION_ 2

[VERTICAL_ HYDROPONIC SYSTEM]

[VERTICAL_ HYDROPONIC SYSTEM]

VARIATION_ 3

VARIATION_ 4

[VERTICAL_ HYDROPONIC SYSTEM]

VARIATION_ 5
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3.4 RURAL_
the [hydro-gen] cell was designed in this case to fit
within the rural setting. more specifically it looked at
how it could possibly be attached to an existing wall
condition. a traditional farmers house in rural mexico is
usually made up of adobe.
the cell in this situation was designed to where a farmer
could easily attach it to an existing adobe wall. the
module itself is cell variation_ 1 which is by far the
easiest to fabricate and most cost efficient.
the idea is that within a rural setting the [hydro-gen]
cell can provide an easier and safer way to the older
farmers. they can grow from their own home instead of
out in the fields.

cell module close-up
section_O1
SUN

WATER

PLANT

HEX
FRAME

MODULE

parametric facade_
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rural setting: rendered wall section_

top coat- cementitious waterstop sealer
to top off parapet
.25O rammed earth wall- reinforced
hss frame in wall beyond

in the rural context the
[hydro-gen] cell is seen as a
means to help the rural
farmers. for many of them
they have to drive many
miles to go to the plot of
land that they use for
cultivation.
in many cases some of these
farmers are far passed
their physical capability to
make the long trips and not
to mention the intense
physical labor that comes
with tending the land. the
average farmer owns as
much as up to 12 acres
worth of land.

.1OO polysocynanurarte insulation
continous clear finish solid ash wo
window stop and trim [top and bottom)
continous double glazed sealed frameless window. silicone in place
outer window guard (aluminum)
continous ‘trex’ wd blocking (top
and bottom.)
caulk
anchor bolts
painted plaster

within the rural context the
idea is that some of the
elder farmers can cultivate
and grow crops from the
comfort of their home.

grow mesh
aluminum hex frame
cell module {recycled plastic)
4” concrete slab
vapour barrier
5O rigid insulation
water trough/water collection
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3.5 INDUSTRIAL_
the [hydro-gen] cell was designed in this case to fit
within the industrial setting. more specifically it looked
at how it could potentially be attached or be built into
an existing wall condition. most standard industrial
buildings in rural mexico are made up of cmu units.
the cell in this situation was designed to where the
facades of industrial buildings could easily adopt the
[hydro-gen] cell. in this case the use of artificial
intelligence or ai will be integrated in order to keep the
plants monitored.
the idea is that within an industrial setting the
[hydro-gen] cell can provide a way of cleaning the toxic
air from the source through the plants natural CO2
cleaning capacities.

cell module close-up
section_O2
SUN

WATER

PLANT

HEX
FRAME

MODULE

parametric facade_
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cap flashing with integrated sensors
bond beam

industrial setting: rendered wall section_

corregated steel decking with 4” concrete
slab
2” rigid foam insulation

in the industrial context
the [hydro-gen] cell would
be utilized to remove toxic
pollutants from the air. it
would work as an immediate
solution to filter the air
around factories.

joist welded to bulb ‘t’

only native vegetation can
be utlized around the
facade in this scenario,
because if one were to
attempt to grow any type of
produce theres a risk of the
plants getting contaminated
by directly making contact
with fumes and smog.

modular concrete hex frame

the overall idea behind its
application in the industrial
setting is that by doing so
places that burn fossil
fuels for energy can have
large amounts of co2
removed from the air. this
would hopefully slow down
the rate at which the ozone
layer gets depleted.

ladder-type horizontal reinforcement
cmu block
1” air space cavity

cell module {recycled plastic)
horizontal rebar reinforcement
cement infill
water tank pipes
water treatment tank
4” concrete slab
water trough/water collection
drainage pipe
vapour barrier
footing
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3.6 URBAN_
the [hydro-gen] cell was designed in this case to fit
within the urban setting. more specifically it looked at
how it could potentially be designed into a vertical
growing pod. these pods would be ideal for producing
large amounts of food for dense cities.
the cell in this situation was designed to where the
module itself has the capability of moving and tracking
the sun. its trunk like design allows for it to flex into
different positions.
the idea is that within an urban setting the [hydro-gen]
cell can implemented within the interior of mid or high
rise buildings through the use of these vertical pod
designs.

cell module close-up
section_O3
SUN

WATER

PLANT

HEX
FRAME

MODULE

parametric grow pod
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urban setting: rendered wall section_

steel girder
steel i-beam
drop ceiling w/t lighting fixtures

in the urban context the
[hydro-gen] cell is seen
primarily as an aesthetic
futuristic parametric facade
with kinetic modules that
respond to different solar
conditions.
however, its
true intention in a urban
environment is that the
modules with plants housed
in them will act as air
filtration interventions.

[hydro-gen] cell module
ethylene tetrafluroethylene (etfe)
aluminum hex-frame
cell module (recycled polymer)
water diffuser/sprayer
vertical supports
aluminum hex-frame

by strategically utilizing
native vegetation from the
local region the facades of
existing mid- to high-rise
buildings can adopt the
facade and benefit from it.
the air-cleaning capacity of
the cells will benefit cities
that deal with air pollution.
as a facade system it can
also be utilized to shade
and keep buildings from
overheating
during
the
summer. the [hydro-gen]
cell
brings
back
the
concept of the vertical farm
within an urban setting and
could very well be applied.

grow mesh spacers
vertical supports structure

arduino electronics
pod base
water pump

4” concrete slab
corregated metal sheet
insulation
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CHAPTER O4_
“PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT”_

O4

4.1 FABRICATION PROCESS _

3D PRINTED MODULES_

this job took all semester to complete
as there were multiple challenges
to overcome.
such as, getting a special order of
fillament approved by the department
for 3D printing. and having to find an
alternative method to create custom
plastic containers for the backside of
the modules.
the following are a series of
photographs
capturing
the
entire
fabrication process of the large scale
prototype.

A TOTAL OF 18 MODULES WERE 3D PRINTED FOR THE COMPLETION OF
THE PROJECT.
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THE 18 MODULES ARE BROKEN DOWN INTO THESE 3 VARIATIONS WITH 6
BEING SMALL, 9 MEDIUM, AND 3 LARGE.

CNC ROUTER PROCESS_

CNC PROCESS OF THE MAIN FRAMING SYSTEM TO HOUSE THE 3D
PRINTED MODULES [HEX-FRAME].

CNC PROCESS OF THE LARGE MAIN PANEL TO WHICH THE [HEX-FRAME]
GETS ATTACHED TO.

CNC PROCESS OF THE BACK SIDE STRUCTURE OF THE MAIN HOUSING
CONTAINER.
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PAINTING PROCESS_

A COATING OF PRIMER WAS FIRST APPLIED TO ALL THE PIECES IN
ORDER TO CREATE A WATERPROOF BARRIER.
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THE CONTAINER PIECES WERE CATEGORIZED AND ORGANIZED DURING
THE PAINTING PROCESS.

A LAYER OF WHITE PAINT WAS APPLIED AS THE FINAL FINISH FOR ALL
THE CNC PIECES.

MODULE ATTACHMENT_

PRIOR TO THE CELLS GETTING INSERTED INTO THE HEX FRAME THE
FRAME ITSELF HAD TO BE SCREWED TO THE MAIN FRONT PANEL.

INSERTING THE MODULES INTO THE FRAME REQUIRED SPECIAL CARE
AS THEY HAD TO BE FORCED INTO THE OPENINGS.

COMPLETION OF GETTING ALL THE MODULES WITHIN THE [HEX-FRAME]
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VACUUM FORMING_

SPECIAL MOLDS WERE 3D PRINTED IN ORDER TO CREATE THE PLASTIC
CONTAINERS.
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THE CUSTOM 3D PRINTED MOLDS WERE DESIGNED TO WERE THEY
COULD BE REUSED, MAKING THE VACCUM FORMING PROCESS EASIER.

THE FINAL OUTCOME ARE CUSTOM PLASTIC CONTAINERS MEANT TO FIT
WITHIN THE BACK PART OF THE CELL MODULES.

ADDITIONAL DETAILS_

HEXAGONAL PIECES ARE LASER CUT AND ARE PLACED ON THE FRONT
PANEL IN ORDER TO PROVIDE ADDTIONAL DEPTH.

ORANGE ACRYLIC IS CUT IN ORDER TO FILL THE SMALL HEXAGONAL
OPENINGS ON THE FRONT PANEL AND TO CREATE TRANSPARENCY.

A SPECIAL PLAQUE WAS MADE UTILIZING THE SAME ORANGE ACRYLIC.
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FINAL ASSEMBLY_

ASSEMBLY OF THE BASE AND THE STRUCTURAL SUPPORT PIECES FOR
THE FRONT AND SIDE PANELS.
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CASTERS GETTING SCREWED IN PLACE IN ORDER TO FACILITATE THE
TRANSPORTATION OF THE DEVICE.

SIDE PANEL GETTING SCREWED INTO THE STRUCTURAL 2X8 WOOD STUD
OF THE BASE.

ALIGNING THE FRONT PANEL TO WHERE IT MEETS FLUSH WITH THE SIDE
PANELS PRIOR TO SECURING IT.

MEASURING TO DETERMINE THE PLACEMENT AND LOCATION OF THE
SCREWS.

SCREWING IN ONE OF THE SIDE PANELS IN ORDER TO PROVIDE
STRUCTURAL SUPPORT BETWEEN THE FRONT AND BACK PANELS.
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4.2 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS_
SCHEMATIC_

ZONE 1_

ZONE 2_

ZONE 3_

SECTION PROFILE_
through the use of gravity water flows
from container to the next one directly
beneath it.
OPERATION_
water from the main tank is shot
vertically through a plastic tube. that
water then fills a horizontal pvc pipe
with 3 holes each one distributing water
into the 3 zones.
water then works its way down through
the 3 zones flowing from one container
to the next until it eventually makes its
way back into the main tank.
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MAIN TANK_
the water in the tank is
always monitored to check
its temperature.
nutrient solution is also,
dissolved into it in order to
feed the plants.

1

cell module

3D printed modules with a
parametric variation in the
size of the apertures
openings.
geometry
was
tailored to best suit all
plants basic needs.

2

water container

customized petg containers
tailored to fit the 3D
modules backside. holds
water within the modules
and serves as a protective
barrier.

3

hex-frame

responsible for housing the
cell modules.

4

hex-frame panel

panel in which the hex-frame
will be anchored onto. makes
up the front piece of the
overall system container.

5

system container

houses the main pvc tank which
stores all the water. as well as the
arduino connections for the system
to function.

6

system access

backside of the container
has swinging doors making it
easier to access all the
systems.
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[1]

[2]
16.9O”

[3]
12.75”

34.81”

4.3 ORTHOGRAPHICS _

5.24”

3.95”
7”
5.92”

29.47”

71.O8”

3”

36.38”

5.31”

[1] SECTION A
[2] RIGHT ELEVATION
[3] FRONT ELEVATION
[4] BACK ELEVATION [CLOSED]
[5] BACK ELEVATION [OPEN]
[6] LEFT ELEVATION
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[5]

[4]

[6]
15.45”

12.75”

18.O9”

71.O8”

42.21”

34.81”
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4.4 PHOTOGRAPHY _

71

72

73
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CHAPTER O5_
“SYSTEM INTEGRATION”_

O5

TAKEAWAYS_

5.1 MASHAMBAS SKYSCRAPER_
architect: pawel lipinski and mateusz frankowski
location: gitega, burundi
completion year: 2O17_ theoretical project
properties: modular, vertical landscaping, atrium
the overall concept or idea that the tower embodies is
that it serves as a moveable education center. a place
where poor farmers can go and be trained to learn more
efficient agricultural techniques, create fertizlizer,
and learn how to use modern tools.
the tower is highly flexible, it doesn’t remain stationary
in just one location, but can be disassembled and transported to another site. the tower is relocated once the
community begins to thrive on its own and no longer
needs the towers services. this allows for the tower to
have multiple life-cycles. its modular design composed
out of arched timber frames gives the mashambas the
flexibility to quickly be taken down and be built.
the modular design creates a solid structural layout in
which program can easily be inserted. towards the
bottom the more social spaces exist and all the upper
levels consist of educational spaces and pockets of
open space for plants and crops to grow.
the tower uses lots of native vegetation and also takes
advantage of the large openings in order to grow crops.
throughout the building and perhaps its most oominant
feature is the atrium space that carves through each
level bringing in daylight and also allowing for the
building to be naturally ventilated. along with the
atrium the other component that gives the interior space
a unique feel is the spiraling system of ramps that go
from floor to floor. the ramps are designed for user
experience enhancing the way one travels and moves up
in a high rise building.

COORDINATES_ 3.3731° S, 29.9189° E
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UTILIZING LOCAL
MATERIALS TO GIVE
THE TOWER A MORE
VERNACULAR LOOK
MODULAR DESIGN
COMPONENT THAT
CAN BE ASSEMBLED
& DISSASSEMBLED
WITH EASE
RAMP + ATRIUM
ENHANCE THE
OVERALL USER
EXPERIENCE IN THE
TOWER

FLOOR PLANS_

ground level

first level

second level

LIFE-CYCLE AXIS_
[1]

[2]

design phase

[1]

[3]

build & development

[2]

MODULE
COMPONENTS

[5]

[4]

apogee of the building

[3]

[6]

transportation

end of life-cycle

[4]

TRANSFORMATION
OF MODULE

CUBIC
MODULAR FRAME

[5]

[7]

EXPANSION OF
SEVERAL MODULES

[8]
[C]

[B]

ARCHES CUT
IN HALF

WOODEN SUBSTRUCTURE
ADDED TO ARCHES

MODULE CONSTRUCTION_

FINAL ASSEMBLY
OF MODULES

PLANTS ADDED
TO MODULES
[A]

SECTION A_
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TAKE-

5.2 SHANGHAI ARMOURY TOWER_
architect: ken yeang
location: shanghai, china
completion year: 1995, theoretical project
properties: solar, wind, vertical landscaping, atrium
the tower proposal has a rich design process that
shows all of its design decisions that were all based
upon the bioclimatic information of shanghai, china.
everything within the building is designed according to
the external forces imposed by the regions local
climate.
the floor plate respond to both the solar and wind
conditions by carefully pinpointing specific areas along
the tower to shield against. the cores of the tower are
positioned to where they can be utilized as solar
buffers against the harsh east and west sunlight.
in terms of responding to the wind patterns of the area
the building is orientated to where the use of passive
strategies can take place. the orientation of the tower
takes advantage of the wind patterns during the summer
to maxamize cross ventilation. the addition of wind
breakers are integrated in order to deflect the harsh
cold winter wind from the building.
for the majority of the tower each level has some kind
of green space that the users of the building have
access to. large skycourts allow for biodiversity to
thrive and also serve the purpose of promoting natural
ventilation and a much more healthier enviornment for
the people inhabiting the tower. the vertical landscaping used i the project is all native vegetation found
within the local region which according to yeang brings
back some balance within the local ecology.

COORDINATES_ 31.23O4° N, 121.4737° E
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UTILIZING SOLAR &
WIND CHARTS TO
CONFIGURE THE
OVERALL FORM OF
THE FLOOR PLATES
IMPORTANCE OF THE
ATRIUM SPACE
WHICH ALLOWS FOR
NATURAL
VENTILATAION TO
OCCUR THROUGHOUT THE BUILDING
DOUBLE SKIN
FACADE SYSTEM TO
REGULATE NATURAL
VENTILATION INTO
THE BUILDING

FLOOR PLANS_
[A]

[B]

[C]

1st level

3rd level

[D]

[E]

5th level

9th level

13th level

BIOCLIMATIC DIAGRAMS_
MID-SEASON

NW

N
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W

E

S

WINTER

N

N

SE

NE

W

NW

E

S

MID-SEASON

WINTER

SE
S

[e]

NE

W

E

S

SE
S

MAX SUN ANGLE: 8O°

MAX SUN ANGLE: 63°

MAX SUN ANGLE: 63°

WIND

S

SUMME

N

SOLAR

SUMME

WIND BREAKER USED TO
CHANNEL THE MAIN SE

SUMME

SKYCOURT OPEN FOR
NATURAL VENTILATION

MID-SEASON

WIND-BREAKER TO SHIELD
THE WINTER WIND

MAX SUN SHADING
[SOUTH-WEST FACADE]

WINTER

SKYCOURTS
OPEN

SUMMER

MID-SEASON

SUN SHADING
[LOW SUN

WINTER

[d]
OPENING WINDOWS IN
THE
INNER
SKIN
ALLOWS FOR NATURAL
VENTILATION

NATURAL VENTILATION
IS CONTROLLED BY
A D J U S T A B L E
LOUVRES INBETWEEN

LOUVRE SHUTTERS
CLOSE SO
CAVITY
BECOMES INSULATING CUSHION OF AIR

4O

[c]

2O

THE CENTRAL ATRIUM
ENABLES
NATURAL
CROSS-VENTILATION OF
THE
BUILDING
COOLING THE OFFICE
SPACES

IN MID-SEASON VENTILATION IS ENHANCED BY
THERMAL STACK EFFECTS
FROM THE THERMAL FLUE &
WIND SUCTION

THE LOUVERS INSIDE THE
DOUBLE-SKIN FACADE ARE
CLOSED TO INSULATE THE
BUILDING WITH AN AIR CAVITY

O

AUTUMN

WINTE

SPRING SUMMER_HOTTEST

[b]

[a]

SECTION A_
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TAKEAWAYS_

5.3 MENARA MESINIAGA_
architect: ken yeang
location: petaling jaya, malaysia
completion year: 1991
properties: solar, wind, vertical landscaping
the menara mesiniaga tower was yeang’s first bioclimatic
skyscraper. the malaysian born architect is well known
for his philosophy on what an environmentally friendly
high-rise should be. after the buildings completion,
yeang recieved the aga khan award for architecture in
1995 for the project and his research.
the tower is a bioclimatic orientated building, meaning
that it is designed based on the specific climatic data of
its region. the design includes passive features such as
solar shading and natural ventilation. its cores are
shifted to the periphery of the building in order to use
them as solar buffers against the harsh east and west
sun.
the main structure consists of exposed steel tubes and
its floor plates are concrete over steel trusses. all the
windows on the east and west have aluminum louvers to
reduce solar gain whereas the north and south windows
have deep insets acting as a thermal buffer.
one of its most dominant features is the use of vertical
landscaping. it has a spiraling sky garden that twists
around the building as it goes up which creates shading
for the interior and makes a nice contrast against the
steel aluminum surface of the building.
yeang has stated that in order to achieve a better
balance with the site that it is best to utilize plant life
that is native to the area for any project planning to
integrate vertical landscaping.

COORDINATES_ 3.O826° N, 1O1.5925°
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UTILIZING
BIOCLIMATIC DATA
OF A SITE TO MAKE
INFORMED
DECISIONS ON THE
OVERALL TOWER
FORM & PERFORMANCE
VERTICAL
LANDSCAPING
ADDED TO PROMOTE
THE BIODIVERSITY
OF LOCAL AREA &
FOR A HEALTHIER
WORKING
ENVIRONMENT

FLOOR PLANS_
[a]

[b]

[c]

1st level

[d]

2nd level

[e]

4th level

6th level

12th level

BIOCLIMATIC DATA_

[e]
sun path_
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%
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5
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1O
5
O

4O

3O

wind rose_
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FIGURE 1: ANNUAL RELATIVE HUMIDITY FOR KUALA
LUMPAR
LOCATION_ KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA
COORDINATES_ [3.O826° N, 1O1.5925° E]
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FIGURE 1: ANNUAL AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR KUALA
LUMPAR
LOCATION_ KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA
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SE
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[d]

[c]

[b]

[a]

SUN SHADERS_

GARDEN INSETS_

THE SHADES RESPOND DIRECTLY TO THE ORIENTATION OF THE BUILDING BY ALLOWING OR REDUCING
SOLAR GAIN.

THE DEEP INSETS ALLOWS FOR THE USE OF FULL HEIGHT
CURTAIN WALLS ON BOTH THE NORTH & SOUTH SIDES OF THE
BUILDING.

SECTION A_
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[H-G] TOWER_

5.4 SITE ANALYSIS_
the following site was selected as the location for a
mixed-use, high-rise building. the city of monterrey is
one of mexico’s largest cities and is at the forefront of
the nation’s agricultural production.
the city provides a large dense urban fabric rich with
culture and a boosting economy. the site selected within
the city also offers a chance of seeing one of the most
iconic mountain ranges in the country towards the
south.

[mexico]

WHY MONTERREY MEXICO?_

7th
IN THE WORLD FOR
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

3rd
LARGEST STATE
ECONOMY IN MEXICO

#1
LARGEST CITY IN
NORTHERN MEXICO
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[nuevo leon]

66278 SAN PEDRO GARZA GARCIA: MONTERREY, NUEVO LEON_

[monterrey]

[site selection]

[BUILDING TYPOLOGIES]
COMMERCIAL

RESIDENTIAL

GOVERNMEN

INSTITUTIONA

MIXED-USE

[SUMMER SOLSTICE]
LATITUDE: 25.73
21 JUN 12:OO, ALT = 85.5O, AZM = 24O.18
LOCATION: MONTERREY, NUEVO LEON: MEXICO

[TRANSPORTATION]
MAJOR ROADS

MINOR ROADS

[NODES + LANDMARKS]
NODES/MAJOR

LANDMARKS

AV LAZARO CARDENAS

[WINTER SOLSTICE]
MONTERREY_NLE_MEX
LATITUDE: 25.7333333
21 DEC 12:OO, ALT = 4O.58, AZM = 186.26

[HOT SEASON]
MONTERREY_NLE_MEX
O1 MAR 1:OO - 3O NOV 24:OO
CALM FOR 3.68% OF THE TIME =243 HOURS

<O.OO 1.4O 2.8O 4.2O 5.6O 7.OO 8.4O 9.8O 11.2O 12.6O 14.OO M/S

[ZONING/SUBDIVISIONS]
COL. VISTA REAL

SAN AUGUSTIN

CORP. PRODESA

DE LA SIERRA

VALLE ORIENTE

LAS PRIVANZAS

[COLD SEASON]
MONTERREY_NLE_MEX
O1 DEC 1:OO - 28 FEB 24:OO
CALM FOR 8.94% OF THE TIME =193 HOURS

<O.OO O.6O 1.2O 1.8O 2.4O 3.OO 3.6O 4.2O 4.8O 5.4O 6.OO

M/S
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5.5 PARAMETRIC FORM FINDING_
the following studies are of conceptual masses
exploring building form in relation to the site’s natural
boundaries/forces. of these a strong focus was placed
on the solar orientation.
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because of the site and its intense solar period it was
critical to determine how much surface area is exposed
and needs protection against the sun.
SOUTHEAST ISOMETRIC
CONCEPT VARIATION_ 1
RADIATION PERIOD: JAN 01 - DEC 31
TIMEFRAME: 9:00AM - 6:00PM

SOUTHEAST ISOMETRIC
CONCEPT VARIATION_ 2
RADIATION PERIOD: JAN 01 - DEC 31
TIMEFRAME: 9:00AM - 6:00PM

RADIATION RESULTS_
VARIATION_ 1
kWH/M2

kWH/M2

2037.45<

2099.27<

1833.71

1889.35

1629.96

1679.42

1426.22

1469.49

1222.47

1259.56

1018.73

1049.64

814.98

839.71

611.24

629.78

407.49

419.85

203.75

209.93

<0.00

<0.00

VARIATION_ 3

VARIATION_ 4

kWH/M2

kWH/M2

1980.57<

2049.73<

1782.51

1844.75

1584.45

1639.78

1386.40

1434.78

1188.34

1229.84

990.28

1024.86

792.23

819.89

594.17

614.92

396.11

409.95

198.06

204.97

<0.00

<0.00

VARIATION_ 5
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VARIATION_ 2

SOUTHEAST ISOMETRIC
CONCEPT VARIATION_ 3
RADIATION PERIOD: JAN 01 - DEC 31
TIMEFRAME: 9:00AM - 6:00PM

VARIATION_ 6

kWH/M2

kWH/M2

2086.29<

2012.18<

1877.66

1810.96

1669.03

1609.74

1460.40

1408.53

1251.77

1207.31

1043.14

1006.09

834.52

804.87

625.89

603.65

417.26

402.44

208.63

201.22

<0.00

<0.00

SOUTHEAST ISOMETRIC
CONCEPT VARIATION_ 5
RADIATION PERIOD: JAN 01 - DEC 31
TIMEFRAME: 9:00AM - 6:00PM

SOUTHEAST ISOMETRIC
CONCEPT VARIATION_ 4
RADIATION PERIOD: JAN 01 - DEC 31
TIMEFRAME: 9:00AM - 6:00PM

SOUTHEAST ISOMETRIC
CONCEPT VARIATION_ 6
RADIATION PERIOD: JAN 01 - DEC 31
TIMEFRAME: 9:00AM - 6:00PM

building definition_
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[1] base surfaces
[2] deconstruct brep groups the surfaces
[3] line determining the distance amongst points
[4] lines created at intervals
[5] lines are lofted to create floor plates

form development_

CYLINDER MASS

SLITS ON EDGE

OFFSET SURFACES

TORSO TWIST

PEELS AWAY

STRECHED

CELLS

FRAME
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CROSS VENTILATION USED
AS THE DOMINANT WINDS
COME FROM THE NORTHEAST
DIRECTION.

5.6 DRAWINGS AND DIAGRAMS_
facade detail_
HEX-FRAME STRUCTURE

GREEN SPINE DETAIL_

[HYDRO-GEN] CELL MODULE

PLASTIC TUBE FOR WATER TO
FLOW DOWNWARDS

PLASTIC TUBE FOR WATER TO
TRAVEL UPWARDS

CUSTOMIZED CONTAINER TO
HOLD WATER

PLANT/CROP

ARDUINO INTEGRATION

PIPE LEADING BACK TO MAIN
WATER TANK

SECTION A_
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IN THE URBAN CONTEXT THE [HYDRO-GEN]
CELL IS SEEN PRIMARILY AS A FUTURISTIC
PARAMETRIC
FACADE
SYSTEM
WITH
KINETIC MODULES THAT CAN RESPOND TO
SOLAR CONDITIONS.
HOWEVER, ITS TRUE INTENTION IN A
URBAN ENVIRONMENT IS THAT THE
MODULES WITH THE PLANTS HOUSED IN
THEM WILL ACT AS AIR FILTRATION
DEVICES TO REMOVE CO2.

HEX FRAME
ALONG THE BACK END A STRUCTURAL SYSTEM FLOWS FROM THE
GROUND TO THE TOP AND HOLDS
PV PANELS.

A ROBOTIC TRACK SYSTEM IS USED
WITHIN THE FACADE AS A WAY TO
HARVEST/COLLECT CROPS. TRACK SYSTEM
IS
ALSO
BENEFICIAL
FOR
THE
MAINTENANCE OF THE CELL MODULE

GREEN SPINE
VERTICAL
LANDSCAPING
ALL
THROUGHOUT THE BACK END OF
BUILDING IN ORDER TO PROVIDE
OUTDOOR SPACE.

ROBOTIC TRACK SYSTEM_

SKYCOURTS IN ORDER TO PROVIDE LARGE
OUTDOOR SPACES FOR THE PEOPLE IN
THE BUILDING.
STRUCTURE
A SERIES OF TWISTED COLUMNS
FROM THE BASE MAKES UP THE
STRUCTURAL SYSTEM IN THE
BUILDING.

cREATES A PLACE OF GATHERING AND
ALLOWS
FOR
ADDITIONAL
CROSS
VENTILATION
THROUGHOUT
THE
BUILDING WHILE PROMOTING ECOLOGY
WITH NATIVE VEGETATION.
PUBLIC OUTDOOR SPACE_

FLOOR PLATES
RESPOND TO THE SITE’S BOUNDARIES
AND
ARE
RAMPED
TOWARDS THE BACK END IN
ORDER TO COLLECT RAINWATER

SOUTHEAST ELEVATION_
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN_
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1. elevators
2. restrooms
3. lobby
4. market/dining
5. water feature
6. gardens
7. garden entry
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16TH LEVEL FLOOR PLAN_
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1. elevators
2. restrooms
3. study area
4. skycourt
5. facade system
6. exterior staircase
7. green spine
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5.6 EXPERIENCE_

VIEW OF THE WATER FEATURE_

93

VIEW OF THE GARDENS_

94

VIEW OF THE GREEN SPINE (1ST LEVEL)_

95

VIEW OF THE GREEN SPINE (16TH LEVEL)_

96

EXTERIOR VIEW OF BUILDING AND CONTEXT_

97

SKYCOURT VIEW OUT TO THE CITY_

98

INTERIOR OF RESEARCH LABS_

99

SPACE BETWEEN FACADE AND INTERIOR_

100

CHAPTER O6_
“AWARDS AND CONFERENCES”_

O6

6.1 [NAPH] CONFERENCE_

key note speakers_

the north american passive house conference [naph]
held its 14th annual conference in washington d.c. in
the hyatt regency hotel in crystal city. i recieved
funding from the society of building science educators
[sbse] to attend the conference from december 6-7.

the first key-note speaker was jeremy rifkin who is a
well known social theorist, writer, public speaker, and
activist. his talk on the first day of the conference was
very motivational as he brought up the topic of
climate-crisis. he specifically talked about the dangers
that we’re getting ourselves into if action isn’t taken
from global governments.

what the conference primarily focuses on is passive
house design and how to promote the idea so that the
building industry becomes more sustainable. the [naph]
is the leading passive house conference in the country
that targets climate-specific zero energy design,
construction, and building science expertise.
passive house is defined as a voluntary standard for
energy efficiency in a building, which reduces the
building’s ecological footprint. it results in ultra-low
energy buildings that require little energy for space
heating or cooling. the role of the architect and other
professionals such as engineers, developers and
construction professionals is to make sure they target
and meet certain criteria, such as superb comfort and
indoor air quality, cost-efficiency, and affordability,
carbon reduction in the built environment and
resiliency.
at the conferece many projects that have successfully
managed to meet passive house criteria are show-cased.
these projects range from single family homes to high
rises. along with built projects emerging technologies
are also displayed, such as mechanical systems,
building science, and construction materials. many of
the emerging technologies focused on building
envelopes.

he brought up good points in terms of alternative
methods that we can pursue for a more sustainable
model in the building industry. he mentioned the use of
natural resources more specifically turning away from
carbon and instead looking at hydrogen.
[jeremy rifkin]
second key-note speaker joe lstiburek is a building
science consultant and author. his expertise lies on
building moisture control and indoor air quality. he is
well known for his “perfect wall” concept which
identifies 4 key control factors within the building
envelope; rain, air, vapor, and thermal.
at the conference he brought up the importance of the
building envelope and how through new systems its
becoming more efficient in terms of controlling the 4
key factors. his perfect wall concept is something that
began to look up and learn more about as it directly
related to my thesis project.
[joe lstiburek]
the final key-note speaker at the conference was sam
rashkin who is the founder of retooling the u.s. housing
industry. he dedicates himself as a consultant that
helps others in the industry prepare for climatic
disruptions in the near future.

passive house institute us_

he is also the chief architect of building technologies
office, where they develop high-performance home
innovations and promote them to the u.s housing
industry. at the conference he talked about his company
and presented some their previous works as well as
what they are currently working on.

[sam rashkin]
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takeaways_
the [naph] conference was
an amazing opportunity in
which i felt that i truly
benefited from. for me to be
around such innovative and
experienced professionals
that care about our impact
on the environment was very
inspirational.
what i got out of this
conference was a better
understanding of what’s
considered to be a passive
house. more specifically on
how as a designer i can
focus on very specific
components that make up a
building and apply passive
house strategies.
as previously mentioned
some of the new emerging
technologies
that
were
displayed focused on making
the building envelope to
keep cooling and heating
costs at a minimum. i will be
applying some of the things
that i learned from certain
technologies
within
the
design of the proposed
[hydro-gen] cell. as a
building skin it will require
strategic design moves in
order to properly adjust
the system to its site
context.

[jonathan y. bean, ph.d.]
assistant professor at the
university of arizona.
[walter gronozik]
assistant professor at
ball state universtiy.
[alison kwok, ph.d]
assistant professor at the
university of oregon.
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6.2 COOPER CARRY 3MT COMPETITION_
i was honored to be one of 11 students who were
shortlisted and participated in this year’s competition.
the cooper carry three minute thesis competition is held
each year and only a handful of projects are selected
by the faculty to present in front of the entire
department.



the students selected are to present verbally and
explain the intent of their thesis project’s within a
three minute time-frame.

Department of Architecture

1/17
1:00pm
Design II Auditorium

placed: finalist [honorable mention]

3MT COMPETION
Cooper Carry 2020 Three Minute Thesis

Finalists:

Huy Ho, Asbiel Samaneigo, Caleb Lawrence, Michelle Nguyen, Seth Landis, Jared Triemer, Hala Alfalih, Breck Small,
Marysia LaRosa, Devon Sams, Janel Stitt

Jury:

Rick Fredlund, AIA, LEEP AP, Associate Director, Cooper Carry
Joey Shimoda, FAIA, Founder, Shimoda Design Group
Camille Russell Love, Executive Director, City of Atlanta Mayor’s Office of Cultural Affairs
Steve Siebold, Presentation Coach and Top Critical Thinking via Huffington Post
Jessica McFarland, Director of Development, Initiative for Affordable Housing
Terry W Loe, PhD, Kennesaw State University, Director of Marketing
Patrick Chopson, Alumni, Co-founder, COVE Tool, Inc
Andrew Payne, Dean, Kennesaw State University College of Architecture and Construction Management

Prizes awarded for First Place, Runner Up, and People’s Choice (Come support your fellow students. We need your vote!!!)
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6.3 CRITICAL+MASS 2020_
critical+mass is an annual and prestigious syposium in
which the master’s of architecture student society
[mass] from the university of north carolina, charlotte,
hosts other school’s of architecture to showcase
selected graduate work.
this year i was honored to be selected by the department
of architecture and to be the sole representative of
kennesaw state university.
due to the covid-19 viral outbreak the event was
transitioned to a digital platform, which required each
of the participants to send two 24” x 36” boards along
with other documents.
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SYSTEM INTEGRATION_

THE [HYDRO-GEN] CELL_
[A HYDROPONIC, REGENERATIVE, MODULAR SYSTEM FOR OPTIMIZED VERTICAL FARMING]

[HYDROPONICS VIA ARDUINO SOFTWARE]

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE_
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY_

MICRO PROTOTYPE_
THE SYSTEM AS A WHOLE ALLOWS FOR CERTAIN VARIABLES TO BE MEASURED AND ADJUSTED IF NEEDED. ONCE
THE ENTIRE SYSTEM IS CONNECTED PROPERLY THE ARDUINO SOFTWARE ON ANY COMPUTER IS ABLE TO READ ALL
THE SENSORS DATA AND IS ABLE TO RECORD IT EVERY SECOND. BY READING THE OUTPUTS OF THE SENSORS ONE
IS THEN ABLE TO MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS ON CONTROLLING THE AMOUNT OF LIGHT THE PLANT MAY RECIEVE
OR INCREASE/DECREASE THE ROOM TEMPERATURE.

COUNTRY: MEXICO_

THESIS STATEMENT_
THIS RESEARCH PROJECT AIMS TO DESIGN, DEVELOP, AND TEST
AN INTELLIGENT HYDROPONIC SYSTEM THAT CAN BE INTEGRATED
INTO THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT FOR ADVANCING SUSTAINABILITY.

MEXICO WAS SELECTED AS THE COUNTRY OF FOCUS DUE
TO ITS GEOGRAPHIC VULNERABILITY TO CLIMATE-CRISIS.

WITH IT BEING A CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM THE PRESERVATION OF WATER IS RETAINED AND CYCLED BACK INTO THE
SYSTEM. CONTROL OF THE VARIABLES AFFECTING THE PLANTS GROWTH IS WHAT MAKES HYDROPONICS A BETTER
ALTERNATIVE TO OUTDOOR FARMING WHERE ONE HAS LITTLE TO NO CONTROL.

IMAGE [1]
HIGHLIGHTED: ARDUINO SETUP

IMAGE [3]
HIGHLIGHTED: WATER FLOWING

IMAGE [2]
HIGHLIGHTED: AIR PUMP

IMAGE [4]
HIGHLIGHTED: PILEA PEPEROMIODES

IMAGE [5]
HIGHLIGHTED: DIEFFENBACHIA

COAHUILA DE ZARAGOZA_

PROPOSAL_
NUEVO
LEON_

MACRO PROTOTYPE_

DURANGO_

16.9O”

34.81”

12.75”

3.95”

71.O8”

71.O8”

3”

42.21”

36.38”

SAN LUIS POTOSI_

AGUASCALIENTES_

NAYARIT_

18.O9”

GUANAJATO_

7”

29.47”

N

JALISCO_

5.92”

THE PROJECT SPECIFIALLY AIMS AT ADDRESSING THE IMPACT
CLIMATE-CRISIS HAS HAD ON THE AGRICULTURE IN THE COUNTRY
OF MEXICO. THROUGH TESTING AND GROWING CROPS IN A
CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT BY MICROMANAGING DIFFERENT
VARIABLES THAT AFFECT A CERTAIN TYPE OF PLANTS GROWTH.
ALSO, THROUGH THE THE APPLICATION OF ARDUINO SOFTWARE
THE [HYDRO-GEN] CELL WILL BE AN INTELLIGENT SYSTEM WITH
MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS THAT WILL OPTIMIZE THE WAY IT
PERFORMS BASED ON THE PLANT[S] ITS GROWING AND ITS
SURROUNDINGS. THE PROTOTYPE WILL EVENTUALLY BE
INTEGRATED WITHIN THE MID TO HIGH-RISE BUILDING TYPOLOGY
IN MEXICO.

15.45”

34.81”

12.75”

5.31”

HYDROPONIC SYSTEMS ARE METHODS OF GROWING PLANTS IN A
WATER-BASED SOLUTION, WHICH ARE CURRENTLY USED IN
VERTICAL FARMING PRACTICES FOR FOOD PRODUCTION. IN THIS
RESEARCH, THE HYDROPONIC-REGENERATIVE OR [HYDRO-GEN]
CELL IS ENVISIONED AS BIOMECHANICAL HYBRID MACHINERY
THAT, WHILE DESIGNED TO BE USED IN MID-TO HIGH-RISE
BUILDINGS IT WOULD ADDRESS SUSTAINABLE ASPECTS SUCH AS
FOOD PRODUCTION, ENHANCEMENT OF AIR CLEANING CAPACITY,
AND REDUCTION OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION.

RIO GRANDE, ZACATECAS_

5.24”

“ THE LAND WAS SOMETHING YOU LEFT BEHIND. IN THE MINDS OF
MANY OF OUR RELATIVES AND ANCESTORS, THE MORE DISTANT
YOU WERE FROM THAT PAST, THE BETTER” -MAJORA CARTER

MUNICIPALITY CHOSEN DUE TO ITS HIGH RADIATION
LEVELS AND HIGH ALTITUDE ABOVE SEA LEVEL.

IMAGE 01_

IMAGE 02_

IMAGE 03_

SECTION A_

IMAGE 04_

SIDE ELEVATION A_

FRONT ELEVATION_

BACKSIDE [OPEN]_

BACKSIDE [CLOSED]_

SIDE ELEVATION B_

QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS_

REVIVING THE PALMERA_
THERE WAS A MAJOR DEFORESTATION ACT THAT TOOK PLACE IN
THE 195O’S WHICH PERMITTED THE CLEARANCE OF THOUSANDS
OF ACRES AND DESTROYING NATURAL ECOSYSTEMS SUCH AS
THE MEXICAN FAN PALM OR “PALMERA”.
I TOOK INSPIRATION FROM THE SPECIES TO INFLUENCE THE
DESIGN OF A MODULAR HYDROPONIC SYSTEM. THE SCALES ON
THE TRUNK WAS WHERE THE FOCUS FELL UPON.

A QUESTIONNAIRE WAS CONDUCTED TARGETING THE
LOCAL FARMERS OF THE AREA TO SEE WHAT THEIR
EXPERIENCES ARE LIKE. QUESTIONS WERE ASKED
REGARDING THEIR ABILITY TO GROW CROPS.
Q2_
explain exactly how the
climate has affected
your ability to harvest?

=*Ɨ)?619'4A
GREEN SPINE RENDER_

6.66%

19.98%

39.96%

not affected
faster cold season
late rain season
droughts

SCALE SHOOT_

46.62%

MEXICAN FAN PALM

FOCUS ON SCALES

45° ANGLE

SECTION OF PALMERA

PARAMETRIC DEVELOPMENT_
THE PROCESS OF GENERATING THE CELL MODULE IS BY
UTILIZING THE PARAMETRIC PLUGIN FOR RHINO [GRASSHOPPER].
FROM THERE 3 VARIATIONS WHERE DERIVED EACH EXPLORING
THE QUALITIES NEEDED FOR A HYDROPONIC SYSTEM.
THE MODULES CAN ALSO BE DESIGNED TO WHERE THEY
RESPOND TO AN ATTRACTOR POINT WHICH IN THE REAL WORLD
COULD BE THE MOVEMENT OF THE SUN.

Q4_
has there been any
changes in the
environment over the
last 30-60 years?

6.66%
6.66%

50.00%

no changes
wind erosion

33.50%

extreme heat & cold
delayed rain season
FLOOR PLATES
RESPOND TO THE SITE’S BOUNDARIES
AND ARE RAMPED TOWARDS THE BACK
END IN ORDER TO COLLECT RAINWATER

CELL VARIATIONS_
[SECTION_ 1]

[SECTION_ 2]

[SECTION_ 3]

SUN

SUN

SUN

WATER

WATER

WATER

PLANT

PLANT

PLANT

HEX
FRAME

HEX
FRAME

HEX
FRAME

MODULE

MODULE

MODULE

66%

100%

of farmers obtain
their irrigation
water through
deep water wells.

GREEN SPINE
VERTICAL LANDSCAPING ALL THROUGHOUT THE BACK END OF BUILDING IN
ORDER TO PROVIDE OUTDOOR SPACE.

STRUCTURE
A SERIES OF TWISTED COLUMNS FROM
THE BASE MAKES UP THE STRUCTURAL
SYSTEM IN THE BUILDING.

HEX FRAME
ALONG THE BACK END A STRUCTURAL
SYSTEM FLOWS FROM THE GROUND TO
THE TOP AND HOLDS PV PANELS.

RADIATION ANALYSIS_

16TH LEVEL FLOOR PLAN_

of farmers said
that water is a
very scarce
resource in the
area.

SOUTHEAST ISOMETRIC
CONCEPT VARIATION_ 5
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NORTHEAST ISOMETRIC
CONCEPT VARIATION_ 5
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BIG OPENING

FORM DEVELOPMENT_

SMALL OPENING
3
2

THE VERTICAL FARM_

1

AS LAND BECOMES LESS SUITABLE FOR FARMING DUE
TO NUTRIENT LOSS, AGRICULTURE HAS TO TAKE A NEW
APPROACH AND MUST GO VERTICAL. THE VERTICAL FARM
COULD PROVIDE THE SOLUTION AND WOULD ADDRESS
MULTIPLE GLOBAL ISSUES.
BIG OPENING

R
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SMALL OPENING
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EN
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ADVANTAGES_

BIG OPENING

SMALL OPENING

O
HL
KA
IDA

4

guide_
1. open learning space
2. elevators
3. restrooms
4. skycourt
5. green spine
6. exterior staircase

A
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100
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CYLINDER MASS

YEAR-ROUND CROP
PRODUCTION

NO WEATHER-RELATED CROP FAILURE

NO AGRICULTURAL
RUNOFF

GREATLY REDUCED
FOOD MILES

MORE CONTROL OF
FOOD SAFETY

NEW EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

SLITS ON EDGE

OFFSET SURFACES

TORSO TWIST

PEELS AWAY

STRECHED

CELLS

FRAME

ALLOWANCE FOR
ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION

*':Ɨ(4#/'5647%674'

USE OF 70- 95%
LESS WATER

ANIMAL FEED FROM
POSTHARVEST PLANT

IMPROVED
HEALTH/

=*;&41Ɨ)'0?%'../1&7.'

+06*'74$#0%106':66*'=*;&41Ɨ)'0?
CELL IS SEEN PRIMARILY AS A FUTURISTIC
PARAMETRIC
FACADE
SYSTEM
WITH
KINETIC MODULES THAT CAN RESPOND TO
SOLAR CONDITIONS.

PLASTIC TUBE FOR WATER TO
FLOW DOWNWARDS

HOWEVER, ITS TRUE INTENTION IN A
URBAN ENVIRONMENT IS THAT THE
MODULES WITH THE PLANTS HOUSED IN
THEM WILL ACT AS AIR FILTRATION
DEVICES TO REMOVE CO2.

PURIFICATION OF GREY
WATER TO DRINKING WATER

NO USE OF PESTICIDE
OR FERTILIZERS

PLASTIC TUBE FOR WATER TO
TRAVEL UPWARDS

COMPETITION BOARDS_

CUSTOMIZED CONTAINER TO
HOLD WATER

PLANT/CROP

A ROBOTIC TRACK SYSTEM IS USED
WITHIN THE FACADE AS A WAY TO
HARVEST/COLLECT CROPS.
TRACK SYSTEM IS ALSO BENEFICIAL FOR
THE
MAINTENANCE
OF
THE
CELL
MODULES

ARDUINO INTEGRATION
ROBOTIC TRACK SYSTEM_

PIPE LEADING BACK TO MAIN
WATER TANK

SKYCOURTS IN ORDER TO PROVIDE LARGE
OUTDOOR SPACES FOR THE PEOPLE IN
THE BUILDING.
cREATES A PLACE OF GATHERING AND
ALLOWS
FOR
ADDITIONAL
CROSS
VENTILATION
THROUGHOUT
THE
BUILDING WHILE PROMOTING ECOLOGY
WITH NATIVE VEGETATION.

CROSS VENTILATION USED
AS THE DOMINANT WINDS
COME FROM THE NORTHEAST
DIRECTION.
PUBLIC OUTDOOR SPACE_

GREEN SPINE DETAIL_

SECTION A_

SOUTH ELEVATION_
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6.4 [REAL] THESIS COMPETITION 2020_
for this year’s annual thesis competition i had the
privilege to be shortlisted along with 5 other
colleagues and got to present my final thesis project.
due to the covid-19 outbreak our presentations were
done through the remote electronic architecture lab
[REAL] online platform. we each had a total of 12 slides
to present our projects to a distinguished jury panel
which included:
[1] robert halverson [competition chair], aia, ncarb
[2] norris hunt [competition chair]
[3] caryn brause, aia
[4] todd erlandson, aia, leed ap
[5] hans c. herrmann, aia, leed green assoc., ncarb
[6] blake jackson, aia,leed-well
the 6 of us competed for numerous prizes that included:
[1] the portman prize for outstanding thesis 2020
[2] archiprix nominee 2020
[3] faculty best thesis award
[4] student’s peoples choice award

THE PORTMAN PRIZE FOR OUTSTANDING THESIS 2020_
FINISH: [HONORABLE MENTION]

ARCHIPRIX NOMINEE 2020_
FINISH: [WINNER]

FACULTY BEST THESIS AWARD_
FINISH: [JOINT - WINNER]

STUDENT’S PEOPLES CHOICE AWARD_
FINISH: [WINNER]
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COMPETITION SLIDES_
THE [HYDRO-GEN] CELL_

[ARDUINO_ CONNECTIONS]

THE [HYDRO-GEN] CELL_

a hydroponic, regenerative, modular system for optimized vertical farming_

QUESTIONNAIRE AND RESULTS_
research questions_
1) change in mexico: how are farmers in the municipality
of rio grande, zacatecas dealing with the issue of water
scarcity and how has it affected their ability to grow
crops?

proposal_
the project specifically aims at addressing the impact
climate-crisis has had on the agriculture in the
municipality of rio grande in zacatecas, mexico. by
testing and growing crops in a controlled environment
by micromanaging different variables that affect a
certain type of plants growth.
through the application of the arduino software the
[hydro-gen] cell will be an intelligent system with
multiple applications that will optimize the way it
performs based on the plant[s] its growing and its
surroundings. the prototype will eventually be
integrated within the mid-to high-rise building typology
in an urban setting.
the hydroponic-regenerative or [hydro-gen] cell is
envisioned as bio-mechanical hybrid machinery that,
while designed to be used in mid-to high-rise buildings it
would address sustainable aspects such as food
production, enhancement of air cleaning capacity, and
reduction of energy consumption.

research context_
this thesis will explore the advancements in hydroponic
technology and ai integration within the field of
agriculture and analyze how these systems work. by
understanding how the systems function the
development of a new hydroponic system [hydro-gen]
cell will be made using 3D parametric modeling software
to produce cellular organic modules. the system will be
comprised of the special modules that will be designed
for various solar configurations. the modules will
attach and detach from a hexagonal structure.
the integration of the arduino software will be applied
within the hydroponic system as it will allow for easy
monitoring of the immediate surroundings via specific
sensors. the final prototype will be a vertical
parametric hydroponic system that will resemble and pay
homage to the mexican fan palm; a native species of palm
that has been eradicated in the region in order for
farmers to have more space to grow their crops.

6.66%

2) the [hydro-gen] cell: how does the [hydro-gen] cell
enhance the food production and air cleaning capacities
in the context of built and natural environments?

Q4_ has there been any
changes in the
environment over the
last 30-60 years?

13.32%

way of life

a disperse survey study and questionnaire was
conducted targeting the local farmers of the area to
see first hand what their experiences are like. several
questions were asked regarding their ability to grow
crops within the region. the following are the
questionnaire results.

53.28%

50.00%

wind erosion
main income

extreme heat & cold
delayed rain season

method of inquiry_

66%

19.98%

39.96%

Q5_ what are some plant
or animal species
that have vanished
in the area?

39.96%

eagle
faster cold season

13.32%

deer
wolf/coyote

palmera
46.62%

87%

objective_

26.64%

what strategies do
you have in relation
to climate-crisis?

Q6_ in your opinion, what
has altered the changes
in the environment ?

contributions_

100%

1) air cleaning capacities (removal of CO2 emissions)
2) food production capacities (higher yields)
3) land use efficiency (less space to grow crops)

[i]

forestation

46.62%

lack of rain

hope for the best

weak government

13.32%

water collection

deforestation

none

waste contamination

26.64%

19.98%

[m]

[o]

[6]

[RIGHT]

[PERSPECTIVE]

[FRONT]

[RIGHT]

[PERSPECTIVE]

[FRONT]

[RIGHT]

[PERSPECTIVE]

[FRONT]

[RIGHT]

[PERSPECTIVE]

[FRONT]

[RIGHT]

[PERSPECTIVE]

[sources_ tutorials]

plasticplastic
tube tube

- https://cityos.io/topic/301/build-your-hydroponic-system-using-arduino
- https://cityos.io/tutorial/1985/perlite-soil-preparation
- https://cityos.io/tutorial/1981/Put-It-All-Together
- https://cityos.io/tutorial/2015/Real-Time-Clock-RTC
- https://cityos.io/tutorial/1988/Temperature-Sensor-DS18B20

3d printed
3d printed
cap
cap

[GREEN_ FACADE]

[ATTACHED TO HEX_ STRUCTURE]

[ATTACHED TO HEX_ STRUCTURE]

[GREEN_ FACADE]

[GREEN_ FACADE]

[GREEN_ FACADE]

[ATTACHED TO HEX_ STRUCTURE]

[ATTACHED TO HEX_ STRUCTURE]

[ATTACHED TO HEX_ STRUCTURE]

[VARIATION_ 3]

[VARIATION_ 4]

[SECTION_ 3]

[SECTION_ 4]

water pump

suction
water pump

pvc pipe

pvc pipe

oxygen
supply
suction

oxygen
supply

1

2

2

3

3

pvc pipe
pvc
[main
pipestorage]
[main storage]
air pump
air pump

04

[2]

[3]
12.75”

34.81”

FABRICATION_

[SECTION_ 5]

SUN

SUN

SUN

SUN

SUN

WATER

WATER

WATER

WATER

WATER

PLANT

PLANT

PLANT

PLANT

PLANT

HEX
FRAME

HEX
FRAME

HEX
FRAME

HEX
FRAME

HEX
FRAME

MODULE

MODULE

MODULE

MODULE

MODULE

7”

[VARIATION_ 5]

[VERTICAL_ HYDROPONIC SYSTEM]

VARIATION_ 1
05

flow

5.92”

[VARIATION_ 2]

light sensor light
humidity
sensorsensor
humidity sensor
mdf board
mdf board
flow

[VERTICAL_ HYDROPONIC SYSTEM]

VARIATION_

[VERTICAL_ HYDROPONIC SYSTEM]

[VERTICAL_ HYDROPONIC SYSTEM]

VARIATION_

VARIATION_ 4

[VERTICAL_ HYDROPONIC SYSTEM]

5.24”

[VARIATION_ 1]

nutrient
water

temperature
temperature
and humidity
and humidity

29.47”

cell variations_

perlite

nutrient
water

3”

[1] base surface
[2] point/attractor
[3] size of attractors influence on
geometry
[4] hex cells mapped onto surface
[5] offset original curves
[6] new set of curves are moved
along x,y,z coordinates
[7] loft the new set of curves with
the original set

TANK3
WATER-LOOP
TANK WATER-LOOP
CYCLE
CYCLE

71.O8”

[SECTION_ 2]

[SECTION_ 1]

each variation is able to be reconfigured in any way
regardless of its appearance and can easily be attached
or detached from a hexagonal structural system. the
modules can also be designed to where they respond to
an attractor point which in the real world could be the
movement of the sun.

3

4-channel
4-channel
relay relay

36.38”

[GREEN_ FACADE]

SENSING
THE ENVIRONMENT
THE ENVIRONMENT
2 SENSING

sensor wires sensor wiresgap for wiresgap for wires

[1] SECTION A
[2] RIGHT ELEVATION
[3] FRONT ELEVATION

[7]

the process of generating a [hydro-gen] cell module is
by utilizing the parametric modeling plugin for rhino
[grasshopper]. from there 5 variation where derived
each exploring the qualities needed for a hydroponic
system to function. lighting, wind, stability, function,
and fabrication were the main driving forces in
determining the final outcomes for the 5 variations of
the [hydro-gen] cell module.

2

5.31”

[5]

perlite

[p]

the prototype _
[FRONT]

[4]

net cup

03

cell development definition_
[3]

[n]

final schematic of all sensors & pumps required in order
for the hydroponic system to function_

16.9O”

[2]

PLANT
PLANT GROWING
IN PVC POD
IN PVC POD
1 GROWING

net cup

1

[1]

[1]

[l]

[arduino_ schematic]

[a] arduino uno R3 x 1
[b] iic rtc x 1
[c] 4-channel relay x 1
[d] water temp. sensor x 1
[e] dht22 x 1
[f] hygrometer x 1
[g] skrew shield v2 x 1
[h] bh175Ofvi x 1
[i] float switch x 3
[j] water pump x 1
[k] air pump x 1
[l] 9v plug-in x 1
[m] printer cable x 1
[n] male-female pins x 2O
[o] female-female pins x 2
[p] 4.7k ohm resistor x 2

rising temperatures

cultivate on time

02

the [hydro-gen] cell is a cellular module designed for a
vertical farming system and was created in a way that
allows for the module to be reconfigured in different
forms due to its hexagonal base. inspiration was drawn
from the trunk of a mexican fan palm [palmera] as the
scales also have a hexagonal base and they tend to
grow upwards at an angle. it is recommended that for
plants growing in any vertical system that the pods
housing the plants are angled at 45°.

[k]

float switch float switch
sensor
sensor

[j]

pieces_electronics

66.60%

19.98%

01

CELL DEVELOPMENT_

[f]

13.32%

13.32%

of farmers said
that water is a
very scarce
resource in the
area.

[h]

[e]

6.66%

6.66%

Q3_

the goal of the [hydro-gen] cell is for it to be an
intelligent hydroponic system that is capable of
adjusting or reconfiguring its shape in relation to
solar geometry.

[g]

[d]

with it being a closed-loop system the preservation of
water is retained and cycled back into the system.
control of the variables affecting the plants growth is
what makes hydroponics a better alternative to outdoor
farming where one has little to no control.

fox
droughts
of farmers believe
that bad weather
has limited their
ability to grow
crops.

[c]

the system as a whole allows for certain variables to be
measured and adjusted if needed. once the entire
system is connected properly the arduino software on
any computer is able to read all the sensors data and is
able to record it at every second. by reading the
outputs of the sensors one is then able to make
informed decisions on controlling the amount of light
the plant may receive or increase/decrease the room
temperature.

6.66%

not affected

late rain season

3) research through design: the [hydro-gen] cell system
will be integrated within the mid-to high-rise building
typology and based on specific parameters such as;
plant species used, natural lighting and atmospheric
pressure will determine the strategic placement and
location of the [hydro-gen] cell system.

[b]

6.66%

6.66%

Q2_ explain exactly how the
climate has affected
your ability to harvest?
of farmers obtain
their irrigation
water through
deep water wells.

[a]

1

the main components are the arduino uno R3 which is the
microcontroller. water and air pumps which are key in
keeping the flow of water oxygenated and circulated
throughout the pipes. finally, a wide range of sensors
are integrated such as light, humidity, temperature, etc.
in order to keep record of the interior environment in
which the plants will grow.

33.50%

26.64%

to sustain family

2) research through design: the [hydro-gen] cell will be
designed, built, tested, and modified to meet certain
food production and air cleaning criteria.

the project consists of 3 main components; pipe
assembly, container assembly and arduino integration.
the pipes serve to not only contain water, but to house
plants and other sensors as well. the container mainly
made up from poplar and mdf serves as the main housing
unit for the pipes and the electrical components.
arduino acts like the brain behind the entire systems
functionality.

6.66%

no changes

business

3) building integration: how can the [hydro-gen] cell be
integrated into mid and high-rise buildings throughout
mexico to optimize cultivation practices?

1) survey/questionnaire: a disperse survey study and
questionnaire will be conducted in the region asking
both the older and newer generations questions
regarding their ability to harvest crops in response to
the changing climatic conditions.

[MICRO] PROTOTYPE_

6.66%

Q1_ why is agriculture so
important to you?

this past summer i decided to visit my parents hometown
in rio grande, zacatecas to interview and speak with the
local farmers of that area to see what their hardships
were in relation to producing crops.

[axon of pipe & container_

3.95”

thesis statement_
this research project aims to design, develop, and test
an intelligent hydroponic system that can be integrated
into the built environment for advancing sustainability.

[CONTAINER_ AXON]

[pieces_ electronics]

A HYDROPONIC, REGENERATIVE, MODULAR SYSTEM FOR OPTIMIZED VERTICAL FARMING_
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